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INTRODUCTION

Electricity is our mo t versatile and widely used form of energy. Elec-

tr.icity lights our buildin and streets, heats and cools our 'homes and work,-7,---

places, provides a medium f r communications and computers, and - drives elec-
.

tric motors for machinery. \Our society has advanced, industry has prospered,

and the physical demands on workers have been reduced because we ave put

electricity to work for

However, when electricity is misused due to ignorance and-disregard, or

if anelectrical tool or circuit malfunctions, eTecircicify can become a, dead-

ly hazard, When electricity comes into eceEtcOntaCt.mith the human body,

an injury or death may'Tesdlt. Eletlricity is only safe if it is used and

controlled properly; it is not something to fear, but it should be respected.

And, respect for electricity can only come from adequate knpwledge and a

healtliy, attitude about electrical safety.

,'This module describes el4ctricity and how it can affect the.human body.
. , 4

It identifies potential electrical hazards, ,safety devices, and procedures

to folloW that will reduce the, possibility of an electrical accident.

OBJECTIVES

. 1

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:
. .

1. Explain what electricity.is. (Page 3) .

2. Define ,voltage,, current, resistance, andt,'power. (Page 3)
/

.

3. Differentiate between conductors and insulators, and describe their func-

tions. (Page 6)
.

. ,
. 0 .

.

4. Name the,Major components of an electric circuit, and major types.. (Page

. , /
.

,

5. Name five common electrical hazards. (Page 10) 1
.

. -

t'

6.
.

Describe the body's reactions to electrical sock, and list the, proper

first aid,prOcedures th.at shodid be applied'in arderof itheirImportance.

(Page 12) . .. . .

7. State six OSHA requirements for electrical safety:Page 17)
4

t,
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8. List and discuss at least five safety features available for electrical

equipment. (Page 20)

9. List the prescribed OSHA rule1 to follow hen using lockout procedures

as a method of protection. (Page 28)-

I
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SUBJECT MATTER

fOBJECTIVE 1: xpliain what electri,city is.

In order to protect youm6eLf from electrical hazards, you must first pn-

derstand how electricity wogs: Electricity is a form of energyOt is tiny,

charged particles', called electrons, tWat move in the same direction through

a material. The electron. one of the basic buildingblocks'of an, atom

`carries a negative'electrical charge. Electrons can move in solids, liquids,

or gaqes;"and'when a large number of them move together in the same direction

at the same time, they create an electrical current.

Ipower.

ACTIVITY 1:

Circle the letter of the selection that:best answers or

completes the numbered Statement on question.

I. Electricity is: (a) a form of work, (b) a form of

energy,t(c) a movement of atoms, (d) none 'of the

above..
,

2, . Electrons: (a) are smal,;ee than the atom, (b)

Ty a negative electn charge, (c) are movable, (d)

-rll of the above. ."

(7

,
' t

OBJECTI,VE 2: Define volta'ge, current, resistance, and

Elecqical current is elecrans !lowing iA a material past a particular

point in a given,time: currentis measured in AMPERES (represented by the sym-.
-

bol I). ElectriCalcu;N<flows through a material in a manner similar to

water flowingathrough a pipe.. The presure that causes an electj'ic current

to flow is called NOLT'AGE (represented aty the symbol Some voltage sources
. k

are batteri.es, generators, and wall plugs.,
41. ji

When curtrent' flow through' amatertal , there is-an opposition t9 the flow, .

4alled RESISTANCE.(represqntedby the symbol'R):. The resistance of materials

varies according to he type oltpaterial, its size, and its'shape.

*
-7\
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41
., The three fundamental quantities of electri qty current,.vortage, and

-resistance a're shown symbolically in the circuit in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Electrical circuit for Ohji's law.

The relationship between these quantities is a simple equation called

Ohm's law, which states that current (I) is direttly proportional to the. ap-

09ied,voltage (,) and is inversely proportional to the res.istance (R): This.

means that, should-thawyoltage across any material increase, theh the current

flowing' though the material also would increase as long as the resistance of

the mat;i"tal remained the same; 'And, if the voltage across two different re-

_

-sistances-were the same, current would be the grleateot-through the smallest

resistance. Ohm's law can be represented in a mathematical equation by use

of the symbols I, E, and R (current, woltage, and resistance, respectively)

in three different arrangements. 'The resulting three equations ofOhlii's law I

are as follows:

Eivat'ion

EUation'2

Equatiqn 3

fEtIxR
I E/R

R =E /I

.

Ohm's law equations alloW 6s to determine the.aTount of any one of.the

quantittes if we knOw the value of the othen'two. /The following are.example

useS,of Ohm's law.
twww&

1. Given: ThEk toaster in the kitchen is attached to a voltage-source

that provides120 voivand 8 amperes of current. Using

R = E/1,

Find: The. resistance of the toaster.

Solution: R = E/I

= Clapol.ts\74(8 amperes)

R =15(Ams.

I

I

'Page 4/SH-03
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. Given: The incandescent light bulb in a tmp has a resistance of 492

obms:aSras 120volts'appTied to it. Using I = E/R.

Find: The.currenttflowing through the light bulb.

Solution: I = E/R

I = (120 volts)/(192 ohms)

(:) I = 0.625 amperes.

3. Given: A clock has-a resistance of 7200 ohms, and a current of

0.016667 amperesis flowing through it. Using E = I x R,
O

Find: The voltage that is present across the clock.

Solution: E=IxR A

E = (0.016667 amperes)x(7200 ohms)

. E = 120 volts.

Two important facts about electricity are demonstrated by Ohm's law; they

ares

1. *iiirrent will alWays flow through the pathWay of the least resistance.

2. ,If there is enough voltage, there will be some current flow regardless

of the amount Of resistance present in a substance.

These facts bear heavily on a person's safety when we consider the effects of

electricity.
41.

To fully 'appreciate the effects of electricity in equipment and oh the

human body, we must examine one additional quantity electrical .power. You

have noticed that light bulbs are aailable in different "wattmes,"iend you

know that a VO-watt light bulb provides More light than a 60- or 75-watt

light bulb. he watt is theunit of measure for power, 'which is represented

by the' lettex In simple resistance circuits such as for light bulbs,

toasters, and heaters, power is the product of current and voltage and is cal-

culated from-the equVion,

P = I E Eration 4

Thus, you can see that the light bulb in the s cond example use 6'Ohm's law

.above must have a power rating of 75 watts as shown in the following example.

8
-03/Page 5
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Given: E = 120 volts, I = 0.625 amperes; and Equation 4.

Find:

Solution: ,P=.IxE

-P = (0.625 ampere4) x (120 'volV)

P = 75 watts. tp

1'

The effecti, of electriofty are determined not only by theturrent flow-
.

ing

le
rough a substance, but by the voltage applied across it, and the amount

of p used by it. The effects df electricity thaVare most important to

this module are those that result in hazards to human life and property..
4

../
ACTIVITY 2:

1. Match the terra in Column A to the correct defini-

tion found in

the appropri

Column A

Voltage

Power

Current

Resistance

Ohm 's law

2. State Ohm's law.

umn t by 'filling the blanks with

letters..

Column B
't

a. -'I = E/R

b. R = I/E

c. The force that causes elec-
tron 'flow

d. The directional flow of elec-
trons

e. I x E

,f. The opposition of electron
-7-movement in a. material

OBJECTIVE 3: Differeptiie between conductors and in-'

sulators, and describe their functions.

Some materials provide very little resistance to the flow,ofelectrical

current; these materials are called conductors. Examples of,conductorc ?r'

Page 6 /SH -03
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metal wire and tubes,.SaltY or dirty water,
-
and-longed gases.(suckNas in

fluorescent lights).
.

Other materials have a very high resistance to the flow of electrital

s current; these materials are called, insulators. .Examples of good insulators

are dry rubber, paper, leather, glass, and plastics. When insulators are wet

(with water) they sometimes become good conductors. Air is usually a good

insulator. When a wire gin an electrical circuit is cut or broken\.and there
at

is,an air gap (one-half inch or more) between the ends of the wire, current

will not flow in the circuit. However, if the wires are brought very close

) together, the electric.current Will ilarc'J'across the remainging gap an cur-

rent will, flow through the air.

An electric switch is usually a mechanical device inserted into a Cir-
,

cuit that has a closed (or ON)'position and an open (o;.. OFF) position. When

the switch is clOsed, current flows through it; when the switch is open, an

air gap separates two, ends of a metal conductor and current will not flow in

the circuit. Figure 2 shows a simple electrical circuit with',a switch.

OPEN SWITCH

.4

CLOSED SWITCH

T
1

T
4 '

-Figure 2. Circuit with switch.

A common eiample of where both insulatorsand conductors are used can be

found in the ordinary electric cord. The copper wires in the cord are con-

ductors through which electrons move. An insulating material, such as
}
rubber,

is wrapped around each wire to prevent electricity'from flowing anywhere ex-

cept along the conductors.

ACTIVITY

Briefly define the following terms:

1. Conductor

2. Insulator

Alk

.SW-03/Page 7
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OBJECTIVE 4: Name the major-components of an electrical

circuit, and the major types.

Because electricity is so versatile there is not a single system or.cir-

cuit that is representatiye of all electrical applications. :Howev , all the

circuits that exist'can be classed into three 6ategoi-ies.. Furthermore, all

t, circuits have three major components. These three components are:,

' A source af electrical piergy.
. ,

.A path formed by a conduC'tor or conductors. ,

A ioad'(usually represented by a resistance, qat.converfs the elec-

trical energy into work.

When these three components ark present, an electrical circuit exists. For

the eirciuit to work, the energy source must provide a voltage to Cause current

to flow.' As noted by OhM's law; the greatest current will always flow through

the conductor that presents the least resistrce. These conditions.are valid

for both alternating currentr(a.c.) and direct current (d.c.) electrical cir-

.cuits.*

A closed circuit is formed when there is a complete, unbroken path for

the flow of current from the source to the load and back .to the source.' In

a d.c. circuit this flow is always in one direction; in an a.c% circuit the

direction changesback and forth. Because each closed circuit is the same

(functionally) regardless of the type..of electricity, alf closed circuits can

be represented by Figure 3.

Figure 3. 'A closed circuit.
S.

The opposite of a closed °

circuit is an opencircuit.

Current cannot flow in an

open circuit because there

is no complete pathway for

energy to transfer from the

source to tht load and back

*"A.c. and d.c."-refer to the two major types of electric current. D.c. is

direct current electron movement is in one direction. A.c. is alternating
current electron movement changes at regular intervals from onTdirection to
the opposite direction: A battery is a source of d.c., and the wall outlet in
your home is a source of a.c.

Page 8/SH-03
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to the .source. An open» 1rcui tfcarVooccurabcidentall,y or by deTig4. When a

switch is, placed in one
.

of tie conductive -paths between the source and the

load, it iS pOssible.to'control,wnether the circuit is open or: closed. ahen

yoU.tur on a radib-, lamp, drilljo:kr:any ejectrical device, the switch closes

an electrical circuit. When a lamp Lord becomes frayed andone conductor is
w i e,

broken, or when the filament of'a light; d1b in the:lamP breaks, the circuit

has been opened accidentally.

A third type of circuilkis a short cfrcuit. The shol't'circuit,occUrs

when a path is introduced into a ci'rcuitthat 'drastically jor significantlA,

lOwers the Ilitaj resistance

ff the circuit and,di'verts

,'most ok the Clerirt away from

the intended191"The bloCk

diagram in Figure 4 shows a

-Simple short circuit. The

s ?ort ci-rcu'it in Figpre 4,

_although 'Simple, represents

the most serious type because

the short reduces the appar-. -

Figure.4. A short circuit. resistance.of the circuit.
. ,

to nearly zero ohms, resulting in a very large current. ShOrt.circvits often

occur.accidentally and by *different means,,such

I. The insulation s.eparatim fhe two cond.Ltors in a lamp cord breaks down-
.

and allows the two conductors to come jn contact.

A gloss of water is tilted over'on top of a fir At; some of the water

gets inside the power supply.and shortsikhe two con'ductOrs of the high-

voltage supply together. ..A
. ,

. N \
) ,

.3. A crane,opel'atqr at a construction'site.accideptally swings the oom

a.

the crane so -that itcomes intoscontapt with the high-voltage line'of 4

the public service company. .
.

.

...,
. .

.

In each of these situations, a low-resistancevpath is laserted into the
.e

circuit. The lower resistance provides a new path for currAt to return to
4 . _ ),

N the source, and more current'is drawn from the,sourcettban its normal opera=
.

.

, tion. ,

.

'SH-03/Page 9
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;. It cancot.be overemphasiied how easily and how quickly 411 open circuit

can he charged' to p closed, circuit or to a short circuit by the breakdown of

some ipsw.i.a4,ron oe the introduction of a new conductive,path. The concluttive',

_ path doeS not ,have to be metal; it can be mpisture,, vegftablefliatter, or a

hUman bcdy. The earth on which we stand tan represent a 6onductive path to
4

draw current from-a, circuit., Thus, if a co'nductive pathway is providedfrom
.

a source Of ivOltage to the earth, there will be current flOw as' if* there were

a ,simple closed circuit. Connecting A conductor from a load or-source to the

'earth i s. called "grounding."
. e

r
To be able to understand-thp hazards that exist with electricity and

.

electriCal circuits, it is very important to remember two basic facts. .

/'
I. When a cirouit is "closed" and current flowS , electrical energy is *trans-

mi tted froi the voltage source to the load (resi star-ice).

2. ' AT1 substances are potential 'conductors of electricity.

f

4

ACTIVITY 4:

(Briefly define the following terms.)
,

al. ,ClOsed circuit ti

2. .Open circult

*

3.! Short circuit
r

OBJECTIVE 5: Name five common electrical hazards.

Electricity poses'a wtde number of hazards to both people and equipment.

'Electric shock is a major hazard, under certain conditions, elgctricity can

cause severe burns'and. even death. The intensity and effects of shock depend

on the path of the current, the amount of the Current,,ind the length of time

in Contact with the current.

Industrial fires are another mat or electrical hazard. AcCording to the

National Fire 'Protection Agency and Factory Mutual, elikctrical ignition is

the most common rase of industrial fires. Ignition of flammable materials

Page 1,0/SH-03
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nay Ate due to defective or faulty w ring, insulation failure, motor trou-

:bles, 'or irAprpper,circuif breakers and witches. Insulation failure may re-

sult from misuse, overloading, aging, or attack by a foreign substice./

Another sourCe'of electrical hazard is the accidental starting of equip- 1p

vent. Besides encountering electrical shock from circuits that shoyld have

been left disconnected, persons 'have been injured by accidttal starting of

mgthanical equipment like presses and ebnveyor bells when power-was inackte;;-

tently4rectored. Proper control's) on hazirdous equipment and tagging switches

to circuits that are to be disconnected remain 9 e best wag s to avoid thise..

--
hazard. 0

I'"ort. The improper use of electrical equipment is anotWer common electrical

/hazard. Persols who'are to operate any electrical equipment should be in-
,

.structed in its proper usage and care.

Be(ause the.use of electrical power creates heat due to resistance, over-

heating of equipment can produce a hazardous situation. Overheating can cause,

materials to reach, their temarature of autoignifion, ignitl flammable Vapors

present,,or cause equipment to fail. aderneating'may,also cause surfaces of

equipment to Ikgome hot enough to cairsethermal contact burns. Even common

dry-cell batteries, used to'poWer flashlights, portable radios, aria camera

/A11

flash aftachm

2
ts, can/cause problems when imprdperly stored or carried. Any

/
conductor ccidentally placed-into contact with both battery terminals could

...

possibly produce enough heat to cause a burn or.heat Vitense
.

enough to start

a fire. In one instance, a smoking nine-volt battery was'reMoved from a

purse, where, afteP having been removed from a portable radio and dropped into

contact with coins in the change compartment, a short circuit occurred and

produced enough heat to create a hazardous situation.. . i

Many electrical incidents are caused by faulty'or improprly used tools
l

and equipment. -Examples .ipclude worn or fray power cords, removal of three-

prong plugs, and 4n.electrical short to the metal case of the equipment. A

.. * .

program for mainteance and inspection of electrical equipment would be help-

ful in avoiding potentially dangeroutbations. An establis ed testing pro-

gram Of electrical compopents w.ill reveal problem areas in equ,pment, pro-

cesses, or usage that can prevent serious incidents. Annual or semiannual

inswition and'testing of circuits and permanently mounted equipment, as well

as more frequent' testing of portable tools, cordsets, plugs, and so forth,

14
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might be performed,depending upon frequency and type of usage.

ACTIVITY 5:

List five common electrical hazards.

1.
.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I

0 ECTIVE 6: Describe the body's reactions to electrical

//sho k, and list the proper first aid procedures that

should be applied i'n order of their importance.

6

.

Accidents involving electricity occur every day. Approximately 1000 ac-
.

cidentaa.electrocutions occur' in the United States annually, with one-fourth
.

being,occupationally related. Additionally, thousands of other persons re-

ceive burns and other injuries as the result of unplanned contact-with elec,

triCity. r° , --

Electrical shock is the sudden and accidental stimulation of the body's

nervous system y an electric current. As stated previously, effects of elec-

trical current epend upon the path of the current, the amount of current,

apd the length of time i.n contact with the current. A person can become a

part of an,electril circuit by touching both ends of an open "Circuit at the

`same time, by contact with a short circuit,,or by contact with a 'cyrrent-

,carrying conductor while in ccgitact with ground (earth).' .

The effects of current on-the human body range from a mild tingling sen-

sation to death. Contact with current can cause severe muscular contractions

. strong enough to break bones, as well as deep tissue burns and heavy bledding.

A commonly held misconception is that high voltage is more dangerous than

low volt. Low voltage (down to approximately 50 volts) can kill just as ------

quickly as high voltage; severity of shock is dependent upon current. Less

than one ampev of current can cause death because current flow is related to

voltage and mkistance; Ohm's law demonstrates that soecific conditions at

Page ,12/SH,03
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the time of the incident determine th degree of hazard.

The current that flows through ody depends-on.the resistance between

the body and he points of conqcti,:al well as on the resistance of the body

itself. Dry, clean,'unkroken human,s141111has an electrical resistance of\,..

100,00{ to 600,000 ohms, dePending,oh thickness. Wet or broken skin has a

resistance of approximately 500 ohms. Thus, with the same voltage source one

could receive 200 times more ourrent.wiih wet skin than with dry skin. If

the current stays on,the outside orthe skin, a person may only receive minor
I.

burns, but,,if the current -can metrat eiq the Skin, the damage can be more seri- .

Thodgh current is the primary source of electrical damage to body tissue,

the-cOmmod 60-hertz a.c. line voltage provides a unique danger to the heart.

e" Because 60 hertz is close,to:the frequency at 'Mich ventricular fibrillation

of the heart often occurs.; 60 hertz *s more'diseuptive 0 the human nervous
0

system than pure d:c. VentricularAfibrillation occurs when each individual
. %

muscle fiber of the heart contracts'. -It irregular,rregular, random twitch.ing manner

that resultirft
.

no pumping of/blood:- The r of vedanger
, .

J

\

is far less with a:c. that is higher pr lower than 60 hertz in frequency.
u ,

The effects of current, specifUally 60 Hz a.c., on the human body can

be tetter understood by examining the facts presented in Table 1. o,

I

/ , :),,,,, 4 I
TA LE r - 4

EFFECTS OF 6O-n. A.C. ELECTRICAL SHOCK
, .

.

0.001 ampere The sock is barely felt. The major hazard is high
probability that-the persorfwill make a sudden, involuntiry
movement that will ,cause hiin by. her to fall or to come into

,- contect with something-more hazardous, ,

0.002 to'0.025 amperes -.:- Muscles will be paralyzed if the current .

. path is through the body. With muscle control paralyzed, a
person will be unable 'to break contact. Men's muscles become
paralyzed at a minimumNcurrent of 0.009 amperes; and women's .
muscles become paralyied at a minimum current of ,0.006 amperes

on -t
;'he

average. - : .

. -

.

0.025 to 0.075 amperes --.:The electrical shock cante very painful,
a0d severe muscular contractions can, occur that are strong

' enough to break bones:. Prolonged contact '11 produce uncon-

sciousness and death in approximately thre minutes if paraly-.

,sis df respiratory musclgt occurs.
3,

2'

y
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0.075 to 0'.3 amperes: Death is ar thislevel of current extends to
' a second. *

ear, certainty if expOsare to
longer than one-quarter:of

25 amperes or greater --,The hearth
level

eat of a person.expesed to this
of t ll stop immedturren wiiately, with severe tissuefdam-

age a certainty.
#

The internal resistance ofithe body also co

severity of Shock. Internil body resisance, due

. flu

cUrr

ntributesto the p ntial

to the conductance of body

ids, may be 300 ohms for

ent, flow from head to foot.

4- The pathof current is impor-

tanttant when discussing shock"

damage. Most fatal electrical

shocks travel through the'

. heart. This means that hand

- to hand, either hand to the

left foot, or head to foot

shotk have the' most potential

ure 5.)

(See Fiig-for serious inj ury.

There is little time to

waste in the event of severe , -)

electrital shock. _The mfictim-

should be removed fromit.conr

tact with the cufwt s ?bon

as possible, and in a manne/'

that will not pose a shock

hazard to the rescuer. If the

- Figure 5. Fatal injuries' can
-octur when shock current
passes through your body.

victim is near or, touching live wires, thelires should be removed with a dry,-

nohcOnducting object.. If the power cannot be shut off, the victim should be

pushed or dragged from contact with dry wood, rope, on other insulating mate-

rials. After the'victim has been removedfrom contact-with the electricity,

call for medical help and begin first aid procedures immediately. Resuscita-

tion efforts should always be attempted and continued. There is oo way to

tell what damage the victim has sustained4 but efforts'should be made to give

Page,14/SH-03 17
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CURVE,SHONIING POSSIBILITY
OF $UCCESI PLOTTED AGAINST
ELAPSED TIME BEFORE' START
OF ARTIFICIAL: RESPIRATION
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A

thdtfperson the best possible chance.

for survival. Figure '6 demonstrates

the importance Of beginning revival

efforts immediately.

Detailed instruction in QPR

(cardiopulmonary resuscitation,

yond the scope of this module, it re-
.

10 15 20 ,25 quires special training in the recog-

+ME, IN,MINUTES nition of cardiac arrest and in*the

F. B. Th6 'possibilitY ofy. - performance of CPR. Instruction in-

oeSsful revival decreaSes. . dudes practice of proper individual
with time.

and tam resuscitation of .a special

mannequin. CPR should be performed .

only -by trained and certified persons, Train ing through the Amedcan National

\Red Cross is offered throd4hout the nations a,cll to the local Red Cross chllo-
,

ter will place you in contact with those who can provide training in CPR and

mouth-tp-mouth'brelthing, as well as her first aid procedures. The

ti

,portance of receiving such. training is that it can mean the
es
difference beiween

'S
saving a life end letting a person die.

To perform first aid to a person who hascome into contact with electric-'

ity and whp is unconscious, the following steps must be taken:.

L. 'Remove the person from contact/with the current without coming into con.-
thct wiith it. f

2. Check tb see if the victim is breathing and if there Ss a heart beat pres-
ent.' If the' persop not breathing, r is not breathing well,Padminister
mouth -to- mouth, breathing. If therelis no pulse, administer CPR.

3.- When the 'person its breathing on his or her own, check for other problems
tti§t may need. immediate attention. If the person is bleeding excessive-
ly, stop the b e frig by useof pressure on the wound or on pressure
poilts .in mar, a

rrteries
or veins.

4. 1DeterrOne severity of burns. Burns are common,in electrical accidents_
and can be quite serious. .Severity of.burns is dependent upon depth,
area, and ldcaton., The treatment required is different for each degree t

4'pf severit], and the correct first aid-procedure should be followed.

5, If there are,anx broken.bones or severe sprains, the best ides is to im-
mobilize the limb se that the break cannot experience motion and cause
greater damage..

n addition to'fo,llowing the preceding steps, the person administering

2
18
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first anishould check the victim for signs of physiological shock (not elec-

trical shock). Shock results from the depressioh of vital body functtonS.

It can be life-threatening even though the actual injury might not be fatal

otherwise. Vital functions are depressed when a large amount of blood is

lost, when the rateof blood flow-is reduced, or when the oxygen supply is

insufficient. Shock canolke caused by any type of severe injury. Injury-

i-elated shock is different from electric shock. The 6ymptomSof injury-re- k

lated shock include pale(pr bluish) skin, rapid pulse-, and rapid breathing.

The victim should be left lying down, aridcoveredj6II enough to maintain th(

body temperature. Medical help should be obtained 'as soon as possible,

objective has shown what happens when the body is exposed to elec-

tric current, what should be done for a victim of accidental electrical cpn-

tact, and what order shouldbe followed. Obtaining,the information al0 train-

ing necessary to be effective' in giving first,aid is availae; either through

one's employer,' the YMCA, the-YWCA, or the American Red Grdss.

ACTIVITY 6:

I. , Identify the th'ee greatest dangers that can ari'se'

from accidental contact with elettric current.

b.

c. I
2. Numberttle following replts of electrical shtick and.

'the order in which they should be treated to save

-the victim's life.

Shallow cut to arm.
4 0

Burns qn hand.

No heart beat.

Page 16 /SH -03

Deep cut'on thigh, with severe bleeding:

Rapid pulse'and breathing.

Broken leg.

Severe burns gn head and nock.

Person.cannot breathe on own.' oh
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OBJECTIVE It State. :Sfx OSHA requirements for electrical

$afety.,

The OccUpation 1 Safety and,Health Administration (OSHA`) has determined

that,electrical.pazirds in the workplace create significant riseof injury or

death for emp oyees arid: that regulation
/

s, are necessary t o provide protection

from these Wazard%: OSHA has reyised the electrical standards found in Sub-
.

part Sif 29 CFR Part 1,91b and incorporated requiremLts from the National

ErtctAc Lode.
' 1

To be approved by OSHA,, electrical equipdent and conductor's must -be ac-'

ceptable to-the Assistant Secretary of Labo To.be acceptable, equipment

must be either: 4 it r

, -

.
, .

1. Accepted, certified, listed, labeled,.or otherwise determi 6 be safe
by ,a nationally recognized testing laboratory (such as Und writers' Lab-
oratories, Inc., Factory. Mutual Engineering Corp.,, or so forth).

2'. Found in compliance w_ith the Nationa} Electric Code by a government agen-
t

ey responsible for enforcing the Code.
. o'

3. Determined to be lafe for its ts intended use by its manufacturer on the
basis of test dat kept by the employer and available for inspection by

1

the Assistant Secretary.tr his authorized representativ6(. .

OSHA has several requirementsato increase electrical safety. fhese,re- 4

quire:clients inclUde the us'eiof interiptts, physicalarriers, guards, and warn-

ing signs on machinery; isolation of high-voltage equipment; and routine in --

'. shctions% ,, . -
...-,

,_)°,1114-11...

'Interlocks a- re circwitswitches-intalled on a panel door, etc., Jf an

-enclosurg. When the enclosure is opened, the circuit is de-energized because

.
. the circuit is broken. .Interlocks,,inould be provided to interrupt power when.:

,,,,access to energized equipment interiors may occur. The interlock should be

,,fail-safe. This means that failure of the interlock mechanism, loss'of power,,

ShortrcirCuit,or malfunction of eqjipment must cause the interlock to inter-

rupt the circuit despite these conditions, the interlock should continue to

;function and, therefore, protect. "The interlock also shduld provide a visible
.

V r
icisconnection in the primary power circuit and an arrangement'that makes any

.attempt to.override or circumvent the interlock impractical. Interlocks should;

, or tampere

\ -

never be removed, modifiedd 'with.

(

. .

\ 1

I !I

. Physical barriers orpvent accidental contact with equipment. Barriers.

1..

20
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may be made of any numbee of mate'-

rials. Although wodidis flammable,

it is nonconductive;-s are certain
.

plastics. Barriervmay be metal,

metal mesh, wood, plastic, or any

combination of these maiterals.
-

Guards 0 machinery will allow suf-
,

ficient access to equipment while

preventing contac* tv energized

Figure 7. Oards and ba.rriers prevent

parts. No machinery should be op,

accidental contact with energized
erated with guardS removed or modi-

equipment. fied. Figure 7 lustrates the

use o guar&s and barriers.

Warning signs should be large, easily read, n vtsible from all* ap=

proaches to danger. They should be placed at all hazFardous and dangerous .

areas such as high-voltage equipment or exposed, current-carrying parts. In

addition', marking of ports' of access to hazardous equipment shouldbe made

obvious.

4.'" 4lation of equipment will prevent untrained or unautho rized persons

from comfng'into contact with hazardous equipment.' Fenced areas, for example,

- prevent unauthorised persotis from contact with large electrital transformeri.
. 1 /

Large motors; generators, bus bars, and panels should be enclosed by some iso-

l1/4 ating mean .
All uninsulated co'nductors.should be in vaults, or should.be

Ill

. enclosed b some other type of s rity.rity. Ac ess should be by trained person-
, .

'nel oni Doors and ates should locked and only electrical technicians

or p rsons familiar w h the hazards,-invol erws*ld have access to keys.
(

.
Implementing and follOwing all requirements stated by OSHA.may not be

enough.- With natural wear and tear on equipment and the effects, on equiptent

rom the environment and time; haiards can deyelop unnoticed. For this rea:

son, it is important that all electricalTols and equipment be inspected at

regular intervals by person-qualified to recognize and coereCt hazards. The

dediatedomaintenance person is indispdisible to this step. Tible 2 is a

check list for inspection of hazord; in electrical equipment.

Page 18/SH-03
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TABLE 2. INSPECTION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

CHECK WIRING FOR:

( ) Electrical tions in hazardou's areas not conforming to codes.

) Damp or wet wires

( ) Splashing of corr sive solutions and vapors on wires. _ '

7 ) Oil or grease on w ing.

( ) Broken fittings and loltres. .

) Weakened inselatigb.

) Weak armored cable Attachment to switch boxes.
( ) Absence of protective busing when open wires enter boxes'

Wear on drop cords of pendant lamps.
))

Cables grouped in a junction box, pull ,box, , cableWay, trench, manhole, without
protection or safeguards.

) Presence of abresive and conducting dusts, or metallic chips, on equipment
( ) Insulated wiring that feel! warm to the hands when a current is passing through.
( ) Installation of new current drains without compensating with hedvier wiring.

CHECK MOTORS AND GENERATORS FOR:

: Overloading.
( ) Too freauelt starting, and jogging, or similar misuse.

( ; Dirt-clogged venrllating spaces.

)

yigle-phasing due to poor contacts in motor controllers or a blown fuse in a
hree-phase supol7circuit,
Dirt, oil, moisture, old age, or mechanical damage that can cafise minding failures.

' :mproper motor alignment. '

4 , Excessive vibration,
Worn insulation or oil-soaked insulation.
Sparks from commutator -type motors.
Absence of Protective fuses, circuit breakers, therRal overload relays.

CHECK SWITCHES ANO CONTROLLERS FOR:

Loose connections at terminals that nay cause overheating and arcing.
Loose parts that may cause short circuits or grounds.
Excessive arcin4aue to burned contacts or to low or dirty oil in switches, circuit
breakers, and starting -!.ombensators,
Shor,,,:/c4rcults due to leakage of water, oil, or conductive dusts into switch enclosures.
Jse of ordinary switches where explollonproof or intrinsicall9/4afe switChes are required.
Inaoequate,interruptiNe capacity.
Jnorotected, poorly- fitting, Or damaged covers on explosionproof enclosures, inissna
knockouts in switch enclosures.
Severe v,bratiOn causing loose connections.
Absence of tight-fiv:ing covers securetliby hasps, locks, or other means.
;nusual noises from a switch, or a switch or junction box that _feels marm to the ands

NECK LAMPS. ELEMENTS. TRANSFORMERS :OR.

, absence of wire guards on electric lampi, when lamps could come n contact mith :om-
oust-bles or might be easily broken by pnysical contact.
:allure to Jse explosionproof gloves in combusilble vapor areas.
:ailure to Jse Justoroof outer gloves in areas of combustible dusts.
:radeauate insration of portable grills, ranges, industrial ovens.
Overneated.tallast units of fluorescegt lights.
other overneated transformers.

:-E:< 2,..44T VEHICLES FOR:

Loose wiring connections.
Deteriorated insulation.
Defective switotes.

' Oefective barriers.

O--ER ELECTP:CAL 4AZAROS TO :MCC< FCR

:use bridging,
:uses rated too hip for the load.
Periodic :leaning air filter elates and oil tanks not oe-"ormed :n electrostat'c

;'earIng eavoment.
-brine in tortacIolth or coming toe :lose to tne c*ar:ed electrooes og e'ect":-

tai ". soray.rgfrequ'oment.

22 .
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ACTIVITY 7:

State six OSHA requirements for ejectrical safety.

1.

2.

,,
5.

6.

1

OBJECTIVE 8: List and discuss at least five safety fea-

'tures available for electric equipment:.

Due to our increased awareness of how people suffer accidents with elec-

trical equipment, manufacturers have adopted many features that can lessen .

risks of exposure to hazards. Some of these features includespecially de-

signed receptacles and plugs, extension cords designed for specificuses,

bonding, double insulation, explosion-proof switches and lights, circuit

breakers, and color coding'of wires.

Industry and many domestic applications of electrical energy require

different uoltages and cyreits; ftherefore, a piece of equipment rated for

one voltage and current should Aot be,plugged into a higher voltage or cur-
_

rent capacity power system. To avoid-ior at leaSt minimize just such an occur-
,

ance, unique plugsa1 receptacles have been designed for different voltages

and current capacities. Figure 8 shows a partial' assortment of the most com-

mon plugs and receptacles as configured by the National Electrical Manufac-
.

ures Association (NEMA). It is recommended, that both plugs and receptacles

undabo,periodic inspection and testing to disclose any problems that may have

developed due to wear and tear or possible errors in rewiring. It is not suf-
,

ficent to visually inspect plugs or receptacles,, especially in the instances

where there is a grounding wire. Checkithe ground pin on receptacles for

effectiveness by seeing if a closed circu4 can be formed between a known
1w

ground {-such
.

as a water pipe) and the gropid pin of the receptacle.'

Page 20/SH-03
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120/240-VOLT. 50-AMPERE
RECEPTACLE AND PLUG

120/240.VOLT, 30-AMPERE
RECEPTACLE AND PLUG

20AMPERE PLUG
125-VOLT RECEPTACLES
AND PLUGS

'..$310-VOLT, 30AMPERE
RECEPTACLg AND PLUG

Figure 8. Receptacles and plugs_ with NEMA configurations.

0

To enable one to identify individual wires'and pins in approved commer-

ial and residential wiring, the use of a standardized color code has been

widely adopted, This standardized.color code when applied, will properly

identify the lior (voltage-carrying), neutral, and ground wires found in

commercial and residential installations. Red or black is generally the hot

wire, which iS,the'conductor that,supplieLthe highest voltage from the

source. White er grey denotes the'rieArialLwire, which is the conductor that

provides the return path to the source and may_carry a much lower voltage.

Grepi or green with yellow stripes denotes the grounding conductor, which is

connected to a local highly reliable ground. proved hol.lsehold wiring is

governed by the National Ele%tric Code; in this system'blaCk is the hot wire,

white is the neutral, and green is always the skty conductor.

In addition to folCinvcolor coding, manuf cturers of electrical plugs

and receptacles have agreed that certain positions ill be standardized for

placement of the hot, neutral, and ground wires. Figure 9 illustrates the

24- SH-03/Page 2P



NEUTRAL
LEAD
(WHITE)

NICKLE-CQLOR
TERMINAL

GROUND
.LEAD
(GREEN)

GREEN-COLORED
TERMINAL

;

HOT LEAD
(BLACK)

BRASS-COLORED
TERMINAL

Figure 9. Common house plug and receptacles.

standard position of these wires in the normal house receptacles and plug.

In addition to this,placement it is common practice to make the neutral wire,

pin and sloein the receptacle lrger than the hot wire pin as also shown in

Figure 9.

.Extension cords are so common that everyone should be familiar with the

safety procedures for uslIng them. Only approved-e4tension cords should be

used. To prevent the wire strands from breaking, an effoizt should be made to

avoid kinks or unnecessary bending of the cord. Broken wires can pierce the

insulation and become a shock or short-circUit hazard. Extension \cords are

designed for specific purposes, and it is necessary to use the cort?ct cord

for a particular usage. An'extension cord must also be suitable for use under

specific environmental conditions. Regular inspection js necessary to detect

any cracks or breaks in the insulation.

The third wire seen in the cord plugs and receptacles prescribed today

versus the two wire cords of some years in the past is for the specific purpose

of pr4Viding a ground path from electrical appliances or tools, This Nire

Page 22/SH-03
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carries no currentexcept in the case of an accidental short circuit in the

device. The ground wire is connected to the metal case of the device., Thus,

if the neutral wire happens to open and a hot conductor makes contact with

the case, there ti a low.resistance conductive
-

path to'carry the current, ,

protecting the user.

Grounding not only provides a means of carrying potentially.harmful Cur-
.

rent away from an unintended path, such as a person. ItalsQ lessens the

chance of accidental. arcing. In the presence,of flammable liquids or vapOirs,

an electric arc or spark is most dangerous. An arc or spark will occur-when;

ever the difference in electric voltage between two conductors is such that a

conductive path can be created through the insulating material separating

them. this difference in pressure can be prevented, no spark'will occur.

The source of the electric voltage is most often from static electricity. It

is produced by two materials ,rubbing togethen or flowiN past 60t.another.
Kti

Comecting a ground wirefrom a metal container to a water pipe,Or a ground-

ing rod assures thSt no static charge'or electric voltage differ:ence can exist

between the container,azd ground. When transferring flamilw6lesubstances from

one metallic container to another, it is common practice to ground one con-

4iner and then Connect the other -container to the f?%rst. This is called

bpnqing. Examples of grounding and bonding with respect to flammable liquid

tanks are shown in Figure 10.

WIRE TO GROUND ROD TRANSFER PUMP
PAINT OR SOLVENT DRUM

WIRE TO
BUS BAR

BONO WIRE

SAFETY CAN

GROLINO

ROO

1114
...:
Alit

.

1111-1111111 I ,
Ji111-11111116ii

HOSE MAY BE EITHER
CONDUCTING OR
NON-CONDUCTING

PAINT OR SOLVENT DRUM

SAFETY CAN

Figure 10. Grounding and bonding of flammable liquid tar14.

A
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To be effective there must be,adequate metal-to-mete cOlitact for ground-
,

ing or bonding. Surfaces of drums. or canswith a heavy coat of'paint or other

material will not allow.an'adequate bon1, since the coating acts as an insula-

.

tof.. Although r4unding will not be effective in all cpes, it is 'recommended

that al) equipment. containing flammable liquids or vapors lie electrically

grounded, especially at Odints of transfer froM one container to another.

Portable tools and appliances can be brought today that do.nothave a 4r

third wire ground. These devices must be protected by an approved system of t:It *

double insulation.. . Tools in this category are marked with the words "double

, insulated," and:those devices that have been tested and listed' with Under-
.

writers' Laboratories will tarry the UL labeClIbme U.S. manufacturers will

use the interna.tional symbol for double insulation 'All electrical tools,

equjomirlt,and appliances havefurictional insulation; double jpsulated tool

have. protective insulation which protects the user should the funttional

sulation fail.

DoOble insulation isolates the energized parts of the tool or appliance

by a nonconductive liner. These isolated parts are enclosed in a nonconduc-

tive case als'o. DOubleinsulated or all-insulated tools do not require sepa-

rate ground4connections due. tcrthe low probability of both systems of insUla-

tion 4±'Ithe same time; Figure 11 shows*,a drill with double insulation

TtOst people recognize the ha4ard involved in allowirig electrical sparks,

arcs, or overheated cond to come in contact with-air 'filled_gasoline'

-vapors or gases like propane, ydrogen:'or natural gas. However,it is less

common for people to realize that air filled with fine dust or ineis just

as dangerous under the same circumstances. In any situation where there is
4\

a likelihood pf flammaVle,gaies, vapors, dusts, It other'easily ignitible ma-

terials being present, it is important that the ectricalo equipment be ex-

plo _proof. .

sion-proof equipment is made of heavy cost materials 'desi gned to

withst high internal presSures without bursfi rand loosening, and they

must.provide good' thermal tnsultion between the internal circuitry and the .

,.outside atmosphere. There should be no way in which any electric spark .or

- arc can cause ignition outside the equipment. .-Due to the highly techn al .

nature of the equipment and its selection for such environments, it is 'mporl-

tiA th;tcompetent engineers conduct the selection and installation of the
.

0
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INNItI CONDUCTING LINER
BRUSHES AND COMMUTATOR ARE
suRRWHOIREIY RZA:mAct
INSLULATING MATERIAL

\IL-air4
.ttry rP

PHENOLIC SAN

iNSULATICIN AROUND
I ARMATURE SHAFT

NY Ion ohommer

INSULATED SNITCH

t

BACK CAP OFFERS MOTECT ION
AGAINST POSSIBLE LOOSE ON
FRAYED MUSH "FIRES

INSULAITED HMBDLE

Figure 11. Doubleinsulation.

explOsion proof equipment. An. explosion proof switch box is shownilin Figure
A

12. Examples of explosion_proof equipment can be4,found at flour mills, grain

silos, textip-factories, and refin ries, to name a few locations
,

O

ARCS AND SPARKS
CONTAINED WITHIN AN
APPROVED HOSSING

SEALS LIMIT THE
EXPLOSION TO AN
AREA CLOSE TO

THE SOURCE

THE EQUIPMENT IS DESIGNED SO THAT QNLY
COOL GASES Al5E ALLOWED TO VENT TCFTHE
SURROUNDING HAZARDOUS AREA

Figure 12. Explosion proof equipment.

O
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Electricity has been shown to move in closed circuits. If the circuit

is interrupted, current ceases to'flow. In the case of an overloaded or

short circuit, overcurrent devices protect personnel and equipment from dam-

age by interrupting the circuit. The major types of overcurrent devices are

fuses and circuit breakers: Eath device has ts own application and reacts

to its own special set of circumstances, but all act to open the circuit an

thus stop current flow.

Fuses are eit* renewable or nonrenewable and come in differenttypes.

TWO types are shown in Figure 13. Rises are constructed so that the current

I

CARTRIDGE
FUSE

METAL RIBBION DESIGNED TO MELT
WHEN EXCESSIVE CURRENI FLOWS

Figure 13. Common types of fuses.

in the circuit must flow through a metal 'strip which will melt ft some temper-

ature and then open the circuit. Every conductor has some resistance and heat

is generated when current flows through a resistance. The metal strip in a

fuse is of a type of material and of such a sizethat if more than a desired

amount of current floWs through it, enough excess heat is generated to melt the

strip. After a fusiopens, the proper procedure for replacing the fuse is 'as*

41-

F

follows:

Deactivate the circuit which has the open or blownefuse; i.e., turn
the power off.

Remove the fuse using insulated fuse pullers.

Replace the,fuse with the same size and type of good fuse, being
sure that the current ratings of the new fuse is the same as the

old fuse.

Another type of device that is commonly used for protection from over,

current situati6ns is. the circuit breaker. There are two general types of

Page 26/SH-03
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circuit breakers: thermal and magnetic. Both types are desi441138 so that

-when more than n-a specific amount of current flows in the circuit, a pair of
I

switch contacts open and current stops flowing in the circuit. The circuit

breaker is prefered in many-,circumstances over the fuse because the.brea

can be.rreset after adglay: CiacUit [Alters are designed for many differen

circuit conditions and should'be selected on the basis of these conditions by

qualified engineers and checidd by experiencedmaintenance personnel to make

sure they are in good operating condition at All 'times.

In addition to overcurrent broteCtion'devices {fuses and circuit break-

- ers) the ground fault circuit interrupter,(GECI) is used in may cirduits.

The GFCI det cts current leakage to ground-well below the level of human sen-
.

sation,and w en"detected interrupts current flow. In hazardous locations
J

such as construction sites and swimming pools it is recommended, that GFCIs

be employed. The interrupters can detect insulation failures as well as con-
.

liections between hot connectors and ground; however, they cannot provide pro-
,

tection in the event that.a person makes contact between a hot line and a' ,

neutral line--

Whenever current i nterrupted by one of the three devices previously
, 1

discussed, such interruption is an indication that there is something wrong
.4,

'with the ciycuit affected It is importan-that this circuit be de-energized

and kept de-energized.until the trouble has been located and corrected. A

procedure for, keepingtHe circuit safely de-energized is discussed in the next

section. .

...

.,

ACTIVITY 8:,
. .

(Circle the letter of the best armor.)

1. 'To prevent'the accidental connection of low voltage
. .

equipment to high*voltage sourcts, plugs and recep-
,

. .

tacles are:

a. Color coded to' indicate the voltage level.

b._ Indexed. by placement, size, andshape of
conductor pins rand slots.

c. Both a and abOVe.

d. None of the abbve selections. 1

,

30
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2. To prevent/ the, build up of static electric charges

on containers of flaMmable substances and to pro-,

tect agairist sparks transferring froth one container

to another it is common practice to use:

a. Grounding..

b. Bonding.

c. Insulating. `

d. ..Both grounding and bonding.

3. AcCording to the. National Electric Code, color

of wire in housew4ringused tb designate the hot

condUctor lead is:

a. White.

b: Green.

c. Grey.

d. Black.

..

4. Circuit breakers,andf6ses are-devices that:

a. Detect current leakage to..4round and open
.. the circuit.

b. Isolate a person from current sources.

c. Interrupt"cUrnent flow when that current
flow, is greater than a specified amount:

d. Are used in atmospheres of flammable
substancts.

5. Double insulated electrical 4evices:

a. Do not need.the additional ground wire.

b. Have fynctional insulation.

c: Have protective insulation.

d. All of the above.

sOILIECTIVE'9: List the prescribed OSHA rules to follow

when using lockout arocedures as a method of protection.

As mentioned in the previous section, when protective devices such as a

GFCI, circuit breaker, or fuse-are activated and a circuit is opened, it

Page.28/SH-03
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indicates that there is a'hazardous condition existing in the circuit that

requireS attention. The trouble may te as'simple as too many devices being

operated off the same supply circuit, or it may be as complex as a concealed

malfunctiOn in a receptacle or in some devjce.', it does, not make any differ-
..

ence what the trouble is; it is impor.tant that mainten nce personnel be in-

li

1 formed and that the circuit b/ inspected. To inspect t e circuit With the

,maximum degree of protection, it is important that the rcuit' be open so

that no current is flowing. In industrial a residential situations it is

important that.-a procedure be adopted that ensures that once a circuit is de-

energized'it stays de- energized until it has beefs inspected, and the trouble

is corrected. To ensure that a circuit being inspected stays de-energized,

0511A recommends 'that.a lookout procedure be adopted. The basic operating

rules'for this 'procedure 'are as.follows:

1. The circuit that is to be worked on has its power switch padlocked
in the off,position.

2. The circuit is tagged, with information es to who is working on the
Circuit, the type ofWork being performed, the date,.and the depart-

/ ment performing' the work.
.

3. There is only one key to the padlock and-it is in the possession of
the person working on the circuit.

4. If there are numerous people working On the same circuit for dg-
ferent reasons a-multiple padlock hasp is employed s6 that each
section performing the needed work is protected. Figure 14 shows

4 m example ot just such a hasp.

Figure 14. ultiple lockout hasp.

'1 32
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Accidental o unexpected actiVattglf circuits can be avoided by tFaining

persons to strictly follow lockout procedure".

ACTIVITY 9:
. .

1

(Answe each question as briefly,as possible.)

1. Wh isn'tit enough to put a sign on a circuit

pow r switch when working on a.circuitl

.0110.

2.* Why should 6)1y one key-to g-Tockout padlock be

in4pistenc0
$

3. Why would a person want to have the only ,key to

a1ockout padlock if he were the person working

on a circuieN

)01
*.
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

1. b.

2. d.

ACTIVITY .2

T. Conductors are substances in which free electrons are easily formed
and will flow readily through the material.

2. Insulators are substances in which free electrohs are not formed easily
and flow is 'difficult.

ACTIVITY 3

,1. 'Column A

c. Voltage

e. Power

d. Current

f. Resistance

a. 'Ohm's law

2. Current is directly proportional to the applied voltage and is inversely

proportional to the resistance.

ACTIVITY 4

1. A circuit which provides an unbroken'path of 4-rent flow from the

source to the load and back to the source.

2. ,A circuit which has a source, load, and conductors but one in which
there is a break in the condutive pathway that prevents the flow of

current.

3. A circuit formed when an alternate pathway of current flow is introduced

in such a way that less current than before flows through the load.

34
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ACTIVITY 5

1. Improper use of equipment.

2. Accident tivation of equipment.1ieds

3. :Overheating-o electri 'al equipment.

4. Fire caused by electri al ignition.

5. Electric shock.

ACTIVITY .6
\

1. a. Heart stoppage.

. b. Stoppage of breath.

C. Buttns.

2. 8 Shallow cut on'arm.

7 Burns on hand.

%2 No heart beat. -

3 Deep cut in thigh, with a lot of bleeding.

1 Person cannot breath-On own:
p

5 Rapid pulse and breathing.

6 Broken leg.

4 Severe burns on head and neck

ACTIVITY 7

1. lise of interlocks.

2. Use of physical barriers.

3. Use of pards.

4. Use of warning signs.

5. Isolation of high voltage equip4nt.

6. Routine inspections.

ACTIVITY 8

1. b.

2. d.

3. d.

4. c.

5. d. 4IP

3 5
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ACTIVITY 9

4",

1. There isno certaintrthat the sign will not be removed accidentally or
on purpose, nor is there any guarantee that another person will read or
comply with tlhe sign.

2. This ensures that the person who puts the padlock on the lockout is the
one who takes it off and no one else can activate the circuit in between
times.

3. This would removt or" minimize the possibtlity,of.the'circuit being en-
ergized while someone is working on it.

$

:4
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